
Numerical simulations from reheating to turbulent MHD

• Possibility of magnetogenesis
o Inflationary + reheating

➢Ratra model

➢Axion, axion-like

o Electroweak (EW) + QCD
➢Twisted EW dumbbell decay

➢Chiral magnetic effect

Axel Brandenburg (Nordita)

• Early universe turbulence
o From JxB
oOther sources
o → Gravitational waves

• Then “just” decay
oMagnetically dominated
oHelical
ononhelical → begin with this
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Primordial magnetic fields in the early 1990s

• Magnetic fields from phase transitions
oVachaspati (1991)
oCheng & Olinto (1994)
oBaym, Bödeker, & McLerran (1996)

• Magnetic fields a “stable”feature of electroweak phase transitions
oMartin & Davis (1995)

• Early universe plasma has high conductivity
o Enqvist & Olesen (1994)

• Magnetic field would be imprinted on comoving plasma
oCheng, Schramm, Turan (1994)
o Enqvist, Rez, & Semikoz (1995)

• Typical length scales: at most 3 cm
o Too small to be of astrophysical interest
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Relativistic equations in expanding Universe
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Inverse cascade since the 1970s (driven turbulence)
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Relativistic equations in expanding Universe
Energy momentum tensor

Conformal time, rescaled equations

Equivalent to usual magneto-hydrodynamics

Brandenburg, Enqvist, Olesen

Phys Rev D 54, 1291 (1996)
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Small Lorentz factors, g~1      
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Magnetohydrodynamic turbulence

shell models
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Turbulent decay: early results & expectations
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Increase at small wavenumbers already in 2000

• Magnetically 
dominated
o Started from random 

vector potential
o K4 spectrum for 

magnetic energy
o Kinetic energy 

(dotted) similar, but 
without the peak

• Kinetically dominated
o Very similar inverse 

transfer
o But kinetic energy 

much larger
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3-D decay simulations with & without helicity

Initial slope

E~k4

Causality (Durrer & Caprini 2003)

shell-integrated spectra

d-correlated vector potential

helical vs

nonhelical

Christensson et al.

(2001, PRE 64, 056405)



Turbulent magnetic fields: cascades & dissipation
Considerations

• Difficulties in seeing (nonhelical) inverse cascade
oMust have: kpeak >> kmin (enough k-range to the left of the peak)

oCausal spectrum EM(k) ~k4 (must be steep enough)

• Not seen for velocity spectrum
o Even if incompressible

o → long-range interactions immediately driven by B-field

• Tools
o pq diagram

o conservation laws

o study resistive effects



Turbulent magnetic fields: cascades & dissipation
Turbulent magnetic fields: cascades & dissipation

• Turbulence spectrum 
important diagnostics
o Spectral slope (inertial 

range)
o Dimensional arguments
o Subinertial range
o Random (d-correlated): k2, 

because integrated over 
shells in k-space

• Length of inertial range
o → Reynolds number
o Very large in astrophysics
o Not in simulations
o Some effects sensitive to this

• Bottleneck effect
o Is a real effect
o Less pronounced in 1-D 

spectra
o Important for some small-

scale dynamos



Turbulent magnetic fields: cascades & dissipation
Different approaches to decays laws

• Initial slope matters
o “selective decay”

• Olesen (1997)
o Initial slope ka

o Invariance under rescaling: 
x→ x l,  t→ t l1/q

o → q=2/(3+a)

• Inverse cascade criterion
o q>0, so a >  –3 

• Self-similarity 
matters
oMeasure 

empirically b

o → q=2/(3+b)

• Inverse cascade 
criterion
o a-b >  0, so

o a > b   cc

• Hosking integral:
o b = 3/2

• Conservation law 
matters
o Just dimensional 

arguments

oGet nondim. 
prefactors from 
simulations
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Sect. 2.2
Assessement of the turbulent 
convective dynamo view

Collapsed spectra and pq diagrams
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Hydro: helicity 
unimportant

MHD: no helicity

MHD:
w/ helicity

Slope b

Explanations
for slope b
Exponents p,q
(Hosking & 
Schekochihin
2021+2023)
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Title
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Self-similar turbulent decay

instantaneous scaling exponents
-

growth at small k

3/2

-
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Conservation laws

xM correlation length

lower limit on

product B2 xM

Magnetic energy dependence
Parametric representation 
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xM ~ <A.B> t2/3  

cm ~  (cm3/s2) s2/3  
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Hosking integral

[IH] = cm9 s–4

xM = IH
a tb

a=1/9, b=4/9

for k3 initially 
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Quantitatively

[IH] = cm9 s–4



Anastrophy in 2-D

Slightly different decay laws

Envelope: linear increase

Vector potential (0, 0, Az) obeys



Resistively prolonged decay during radiative era

• Endpoints under assumption that 
decay time = Alfven time

• Use: decay time = recombination 
time

• Possibility: decay time >> Alfven 
time

• → Premature endpoint of 
evolution



Hall cascades
Relation between decay time

Independent 
verification of 
Hosking 
phenomenolo
gy

and Alfven time

Determine CM in relation:

3-D

2-D



Resistive limitations also in driven turbulence



Travel speed of the bump to the left



Two examples of 
magnetogenesis in 
cosmology

“Battery” still needed



Chiral magnetic effect: introduces pseudoscalar

• Mathematically identical to a effect 
in mean-field dynamos

• Comes from chiral chemical 
potential m (or m5)

• Number differences of left- & right-
handed fermions

• In the presence of a magnetic 
field, particles of opposite 
charge have momenta

• → electric current

• Self-excited dynamo

• But depletes m

B=curlA2kk m -=

Discovered originally by Vilenkin (1980); application to 
magnetogenesis in early Universe by Joyce & Shaposhnikov (1997)



Time dependence from chiral magnetic effect (CME)

• Exponential growth 
at one k

• Subsequent inverse 
cascade

• Always fully helical

Growth at one wavenumber

Then: saturation caused by 

initial chemical potential

Brandenburg et al. (2017, ApJL 845, L21)



Many details are known by now

• Instability just  dependant

• Saturation governed by l

• Regime I is when turbulent 
subrange is long

• In regime II, just inverse 
cascading



Strength of chiral magnetic effect

• Inverse turbulent cascade
o <B2> ~ t-2/3 length scale: xM ~ t+2/3

• Dimensional arguments give

• Inserting T=3K gives 10–18 G on 1 Mpc

• Consequence of conservation law
• But starting length scale very small → 12 cm

• Compared with horizon scale at that time 
(electroweak) of ~1 AU 

• Other dimensional argument:



Strength of chiral magnetic effect

• Fully helical, but balanced chirality

• Hosking scaling applies

• Same scaling as for nonhelical turbulence

• But magnetic helicity not conserved: power law!



• Helicity decays not exponentially,

• But algebraically: 10/9 – 4/9 = 6/9

• Important for baryogenesis

Algebraic decay of helicity
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Gravitational waves & polarization

Example

Traceless-transverse







Polarization in turbulent cases:    
Kahniashvili et al. (2021, PRR 3, 013193)

GW energy dependence on magnetic 
energy and wavenumber k0.  

Roper Pol et al. (2020, GAFD 114, 130)



GW energy depends quadratically on energy input & scale

• Large-scale fields →more GW energy

• Generation at electroweak era: need strong fields

• Generation during inflation & reheating
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Acoustic turbulence more efficient (q~30)
Vortical turbulence less efficient (q<5)
Helical MHD turbulence least efficient



GW energy depends quadratically on energy input & scale

• Regime II:  is more resistive → unrealistic, but large GW energies

• Regime I:  → realistic, but small scales & less GW energy
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Chiral magnetic effect (CME), use [m5]=[k]



GW energy depends quadratically on energy input & scale
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Regime IIRegime I

Kinematic phase:
Peak determined
By growth rate



GW energy depends quintically on limiting CME speed vl

• For realistic parameters → very weak GW energy

• Need larger length scales
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Magnetic energy also weak

Brandenburg+17



Inflationary magnetogenesis
• Early Universe Turbulence

o Source of gravitational waves

o Information from young universe

• Magnetogenesis

o Inflation/reheating

oNo particles yet, no conductivity

oCoupling with electromagn field

oBreaking of conformal invariance

oQuantum fluct→ field stretched

Low reheating 
temperature: 
100 MeV → 10 nHz

Gravitational waves:

Brandenburg & Sharma 2106:03857



Circular polarization in chiral inflationary magnetogenesis

• Step I: spectra peaked

• Step II: Inverse cascade

• GW: circularly polarized

Helical field from 
CME or inflation:
Always ~100% 
circular polarized



Inflationary growth & magnetic decay

Lorentz force drives smaller scales: surprisingly weakInflationary growth: electric, magnetic, and GW grow



Flow of energy in inflationary magnetogenesis



Electric fields converted to kinetic energy



No small scales in GW field



Note on the Pencil Code

• 2001 started at Summer School

• 2004 First User Meeting
• Annually since then

• 2016 Steering Committee

• 2020 Special Issue in GAFD

• 2020 Newletter
• 4 newsletters since then

• 2020 Office hours
• Second Friday of the month

• JOSS=Journal for Open Source 
Software: code rather than paper H=37 people have 

done > 37 commitsOpen code: will one be scooped?
Negative press? Mistakes traced back..



Conclusions
• Selfsimilar decay

o Magnetic helicity plays a role even when it vanishes on average! 
o Hosking integral conserved relevant for early universe 
o Perhaps also for galaxy clusters (after mergers)

• Universe as a whole → primordial (non-astrophysical) fields
o Decay till recombination:  ~ nG fields, 30 kpc scales at best
o If nonhelical: Hosking integral conserved
o Also applies to fully helical, if balanced by fermion chirality

• Inflationary: large scales, often helical
o Electric energy → kinetic energy
o Circularly polarized waves

• What next?
o Reconnection
o Rm dependence
o magnetic helicity fluxes


